One Court of Justice”

The Michigan Constitution provides for “one court of justice” for the entire state, comprised of a
supreme court, a court of appeals, a trial court, a circuit court, a probate court, and other courts of
limited jurisdiction. Const 1963, Art 6, Sec 1. For many historical, fiscal and practical reasons,
the courts that comprise Michigan’s judiciary have operated independently of each other when it
comes to the identification, selection, and implementation of their technology infrastructure.
But, we live in a time when this no longer needs to be the case. Indeed, we live in a time when
we can no longer afford for this to be the case.
For over a decade, Michigan has faced fiscal and workload challenges that have forced all courts
to seek some measure of relief through the use of technology. At the same time that technology
has presented opportunities for unprecedented access to information, speed, and improving the
quality of justice in even the most remote parts of our state, efforts to achieve statewide funding
for Michigan’s courts have fallen short. As a result, technological improvement initiatives have
proceeded separately at the state, county, and district levels, sometimes coordinated and
sometimes on a court-by-court basis. Frequently, opportunities have been driven by grants,
federal initiatives, local funding or county-wide justice system efforts that involved stakeholders
outside of the justice system. The time has come when virtually all participants see the value of
an integrated technology framework. In many instances the need for seamless integration is a
fundamental principle of virtually every national group that participates within the justice
system. We believe there must be clear, concise and enforceable standards that govern the future
of technology in Michigan’s “one court of justice.”

Guiding Principles
Just, Speedy and Economical: In utilizing new forms of technology, we must always consider
whether the changes preserve or increase the quality of justice, the fairness of the system, or its
accessibility. Technology should never be implemented if its sole purpose is to increase speed,
reduce costs, or make the administration of justice more convenient at the expense of justice
itself. MCR 1.105 embodies this principle where it succinctly states that the purpose of the rules
is “to secure the just, speedy, and economical determination of every action …”
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Overview of current case management systems and major technology initiatives

Problems that have hindered and are expected to hinder statewide technology development
and delivery of services

Options for developing and delivering technology services that have been used in other
states

Recommendation for a single case management system in Michigan courts, courtroom
presentation technology, and creation of technology principles and technology standards
for all court technology projects

Overview of how technology systems and initiatives are currently funded on both the state
and local levels
Current courts pay user fees, royalty fees and special upgrade costs. Funding units also pay for
hardware, software and IT personnel.
Problems with the current funding strategies for technology

Funding strategies used by other states

Recommendations for a funding strategy to develop and deliver technology services
statewide

A single encompassing system promotes justice, speed and cost savings better than
the incompatible systems we have today.
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TRENDS IN COURT AUTOMATION PROVIDERS

Although the Michigan judicial system is created as “one court of justice” by constitutional
mandate, the trial courts located in each judicial district are funded by their local funding units
and not by state appropriation. Historically, this autonomy at the local level has led to the
development of disparate computer systems dependent on the level of funding provided by local
sources and guided by whatever specific purpose was declared for the project. Further, although
the Supreme Court is constitutionally empowered to establish the practice and procedure in each
court in the state by court rule, the Supreme Court has not mandated courts in Michigan to adopt
standard technology processes that address strategic justice and cost issues. Finally, even existing
non-technology standards such as case file management standards cannot be enforced from court
to court due to technology incapability and lack of interoperability.
The lack of enforcement mechanisms to promote uniformity between courts reflects a lost
opportunity for the Michigan legal community. Michigan is at a crossroads technologically and

economically, and enforcement of uniform data standards could advance the development of
more just, speedy and economical information systems. To the extent that a court’s chief judge
and administration are tasked with local responsibility for deciding which technology to
purchase, Supreme Court mandates in some pivotal areas would establish a more uniform set of
standards limiting the non-compatible options available to courts while increasing the likelihood
that noncompliant, non-communicative systems would be rejected and a more complete system
emerge. Administrative Order No. 1997-8 currently provides:
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. 1997-8

Presently, state trial courts use over twenty different computer systems with features that may or
may not be compatible. There is no top-down guidance on subjects that are critical to the
investigation, purchase, development, maintenance, and use of court technology. Courts
generally work alone on these projects, and, not surprisingly, some have made ill-advised
technology decisions that have led to expensive failures in terms of economics, technology and
the administration of justice. Where outside vendors have been involved, some courts have not
appreciated the need to maintain control over source code, case data, or case documents. The
degradation of traditional funding methods over the last several years has led to trial court inhouse staffing reductions that have further hampered efforts to develop accurate, speedy, and
economical technology.
The existence of disparate systems also leads to duplication of effort in the development of forms
and data fields for reporting obligations both to the Supreme Court and to state and federal
agencies. Changes in reporting obligations cannot be quickly and economically accommodated
because each system must be updated in a different way while some cannot be updated at all and
need replacement. Lessons that were learned at some expense cannot be shared between courts
because their systems are inconsistent or the fixes unique to each system.
Funding is discussed in more detail later in this report, but a brief comment is appropriate here.
The present statutory funding model requires JIS to charge local courts for JIS services. With
regard to certain applications, these charges are viewed by some local courts as more expensive
than outside vendor costs, and so those courts have rejected JIS services and contracted with
outside vendors. This sort of action disregards any notion of a set of guiding principles or
expanded technology framework and is detrimental to the implementation of a fully statewide
system. The current funding models should be reconsidered and modified to promote low-cost
statewide computing services to all courts. It is also worthwhile to note here that a shared system

could help leverage other costs as well. Training and technical support costs can be shared; the
resulting savings have the potential to be greater than the upfront costs.
Cyber attack/Disaster Response can also be hampered by disparate systems as many courts do
not include remote or offsite backup systems. Emergency response plans are a prudent practice,
and uniform plans can result in coordinated and joint response to disasters that span multiple
jurisdictions. With a statewide judicial information system courts can provide backup and
technical support to each other, and serve as temporary locations of service to the public and
temporary remote work locations for staff. Without compatible systems and a certain level of
interoperability, courts cannot work together quickly to respond to and overcome an emergency.
O

“Justice Agencies throughout Illinois recognize the central importance of sharing accurate and
complete information in a timely manner. Enterprise-wide information sharing improves the
quality of justice and public safety by eliminating error-prone redundant data entry, providing
timely access to critical information, enabling information sharing without regard to time or
space, and improving the consistency and reliability of information at key decision points”.
In recognition of these evolving priorities, members of state, local, and county agencies
throughout Illinois began planning for a broad, integrated justice information program. With
assistance from the National Governors’ Association, Illinois obtained a $973,666 grant from the
United States Department of Justice to initiate an integrated justice planning process in Illinois.
In 2001, the Governor signed Executive Order Number 12 (2001) creating the Illinois Integrated
Justice Information System (IIJIS) Governing Board, comprised of representatives from state and
local justice agencies, social service agencies, and other key stakeholders.
The Governing Board was charged with coordinating and directing the state’s integrated justice
planning efforts. In order to provide formalized guidance, the Governing Board created two
committees: the Planning Committee and the Technical Committee. A third committee, the
Outreach Committee, was subsequently convened to develop general information and
educational resources for the public and the justice community regarding integrated justice, to
identify and garner support from statewide decision-makers, and to seek commitment from
stakeholders.
The Technical Committee was convened to conduct a needs assessment to investigate and
analyze the existing components of the Illinois justice process in order to document any gaps
between the desired state of integration and existing information sharing practices in Illinois. The
needs assessment included the identification of data exchange points in the Illinois justice
system, i.e. places where automation would enhance the timely sharing of accurate and complete
information.
The work of the Governing Board continues – currently three projects, aimed at serving the
needs of the board and providing the basis of continued justice integration, are ongoing:

1) Adoption and Development of Data Exchange Standards
2) Survey of Local Justice Agency Information Management Practices
3) Outreach to County Integration Planning Initiatives

The Technology Committee recommends that the Michigan judicial branch as “one court of
justice”, should plan for a single statewide judicial information computer system to be used by
all state courts. The Next Generation JIS case management system would serve as the backbone
for the statewide information system, providing the framework for additional network
components. Document management, video conferencing and E-filing are three components that
can be piloted and implemented almost immediately. This list is not meant to be exhaustive – it
is contemplated that an extremely broad range of options exist and should be included when the
principles advocated by this committee are met. These could include additional self-help
websites, designed to complement new technologies.

Furthermore a single system will:
Provide enhanced services through centrally managed options that do not need to be
maintained in each locale. For example:
o Self-help modules.
o Imaging options.
o Interpreting – certified interpreters or interpretation software.
o Enhanced access to multiple databases.
Provide one case management system that is the most cost-efficient use of limited
resources available. A single case management system will also promote:
o Uniform data definitions
o Uniform case definitions

o Communication between components.
Provide consistent processes that will benefit Michigan attorneys and filers who interact
with multiple courts and reduce costs to litigants.
Promote dynamic flows of information between courts, participating agencies (such as
LEIN, Secretary of State, Judicial Data Warehouse) and other stakeholders, providing a
complete and accurate picture of data at every opportunity.
Enable electronic transfer of cases with transcripts and exhibits between courts (venue)
and through the appellate process.
Achieve economies of scale for courts.
Minimize data incompatibility issues as courts join the new system and transition away
from their legacy systems.
Allow judicially ordered and collected funds to support shared resources that are centrally
managed.
Planning for a single statewide system will require the immediate development of statewide
standards for the acquisition of technology. Given the timeframe for the implementation of Next
Gen – a completion date of 2013, with all courts participating in the system by 2018 – it is
impractical to expect there to not be any technology deployment in this interim period, including
other case management systems. To the maximum extent possible, courts need reassurance that
technology purchases will integrate into the statewide system. At a minimum, courts will require
guidance on which technology options to avoid because of complete incompatibility with the
future statewide system.
After much thoughtful discussion, the Technology Committee concluded that it should not
recommend standards based on specific technologies, but rather on the general principles, core
functions for future development, and the interoperability of the system being proposed. The
Technology Committee is making recommendations to provide guidance for future development.
The recommended technology model recognizes that courts are information centers that require a
Central Case Management System as the integrated data hub.
Attaching to this case management system are a host of other applications that enhance the
quality of justice through cost savings, increased security, and expected enhanced evidence
presentation for litigants, attorneys, and jurors. With these applications, litigants can e-file
pleadings and documents that are immediately accessible, saving litigation costs, increasing
court revenue, and reducing local funding unit costs for paper, ink, and employee expense.
Traffic citations can be filed remotely and be paid online the next business day. Website links
can direct court users to local rules, docket scheduling, directions, statute forms, frequently asked
questions, and legal support services. A non-exhaustive description of these important
applications follows:

Current technology, specifically cloud computing and web-based applications, is now
sufficiently advanced as to provide a way to centralize some court applications at relatively
minimal cost. It is strongly suggested that the judiciary work to leverage emerging technologies
to the benefit of the administration of justice in Michigan. Web-based technologies also provide
an opportunity to begin using shared funding for some applications.
To the extent that courts continue contracting with outside vendors for technology purchases
during the transition period, they should be required to include in their contracts a provision that
obligates the vendor to accept and incorporate Michigan Judicial interim technology standards
into core application development.

Technology infrastructure is paid for in Michigan through various means:
Courts using JIS for case management pay user fees based on caseload.
Courts using private vendors for case management pay user fees and royalties
based on various models.
Court hardware and office productivity software is mostly paid for at the local
level.
JIS Next Generation Project funded by: increased user fees, funding from JTIF,
and contributions from Berrien and Washtenaw counties.
Justice Data Warehouse is funded by JTIF and other grant monies.

A need for a Strategic Statewide Vision and Plan – There is currently no complete statewide
strategic vision for the selection and implementation of technology products and services for the
Michigan Judiciary. A plan for the sustainable long term funding of these technology initiatives
must also be developed. It is also likely that many individual courts lack a long term, wide
ranging vision for technology. Failure to adopt a statewide comprehensive plan incorporating all
the recommendations from the Judicial Crossroads Task Force will increase disparities in levels
of functionality and integration.

A need for reliable consistent funding statewide - Local funding of court technology systems has
limited and will continue to limit the scope of technology projects and efforts to increase
interoperability. Historically, the selection of a case management system and other applications
has been a local decision because both funding and technology needs have been local. This has
clearly hindered the implementation of a fully integrated statewide system, which needs revenue
streams from a statewide fund. Local funding units should see reduced technology budgets from
courts as a result.
No Minimum System Requirements – The absence of enforceable statewide standards for
functionality and connectivity has also greatly impaired efforts to promote the exchange of
information.
Limited Coordination and Sharing – Limited public resources are not being utilized effectively
because of uncoordinated development efforts and duplication of services. Economies of scale
support the position that a statewide integrated system would provide opportunities for
significant cost savings. Shared expertise would undoubtedly result in more consistent and
higher quality service throughout the system.
A Narrow Technology Support Fee Currently Under Assessed –Michigan only assesses a
technology fee on a very limited category of cases that comprise a small percentage of a court’s
total caseload. Currently, 11% of circuit and district court civil filing fees are collected for the
Judicial Technology Information Fund. Although other case types such as criminal, traffic, and
parking are also dependent on court automation, there is no technology fee assessed. It is only
common sense to assess fees on all court types that benefit from technological products and
services provided, while allowing for a waiver process for indigents.
No Standard Level of Automation – Local funding for technology has been inconsistent and
resulted in the “proliferation of non-standard automation systems.” (JISAC Report) Because
each court has differing levels of technological expertise, the experience of each user varies
wildly from court to court.
Meeting Future Needs - There are insufficient resources to meet increasing demands for court
services and anticipated future needs. The current funding level and structure will not support
the continuous increase in demand that is being experienced by the Michigan courts. The other
Task Force Committees- Access to Justice, Business Impact, and Structure and Resources- are
calling for technological solutions for many of their specific recommendations. Courts must
continue to digitize and to eliminate paper as the primary storage media. Reducing costs with
technology almost always means using less employee time to accomplish the same amount of
work.
While no complete salary figures are available for all deputy court clerks statewide, the
Michigan Supreme Court Finance Department notes from a current survey that a midrange salary
for an entry level clerk position is $29,000, and that $52,000 is a midrange benefits impacted
salary. Using this average range for a benefit impacted salary ($52,000) and dividing by dollar
per hour, the average deputy clerk salary is approximately $25.00 per hour. In the Oakland

County E-Filing project alone, it is estimated that over $66,000 a year has been saved due to
reduced clerk processing time -- basically more than the equivalent of one full time employee.
Local funding unit spending on just judicial technology represents millions of the approximately
$1.42 billion (figures from SCAO) that local budgets set aside to operate Michigan’s Justice
system.

Most states use a combination of filing fees and legislative appropriations (at minimum) to fund
automation efforts and judicial technology. Filing fees are both sustainable and long term
whereas appropriations require ongoing congressional reporting and lobbying. Occasional grant
funding can be obtained for initial efforts or for special capital investments, but grants are not in
and of themselves suitable for funding ongoing operational budgets.
The following various general funding sources were identified in the 1999 JISAC Final Report
and Recommendations and are still applicable today.
State General Funds – “State general funds are an obvious potential source of
funding. However, state general funds …have historically been difficult to obtain
and to sustain. The annual appropriation process makes it difficult to establish an
assured and continual funding source to maintain the systems in order to ensure
reliability and currency.”
User Fees Paid from Local Funding Unit General Funds – In Michigan and in
many other states where there is no state court funding, user fees paid from local
funding unit general funds have been, “the traditional source of funding for local
trial court automation expenditures.” As previously discussed, this has “resulted
in inconsistent funding levels and the proliferation of non-standard automation
systems.”
Statutory Technology Fee - “A number of states have imposed statutory
technology fees for deposit in a Court Automation Fund to be used for court
technology and automation projects. This type of fee would establish a dedicated
funding source removed from the forces that make the appropriation of funds at

both the state and local level uncertain. Examples of fees enacted by other states
include: levies on traffic tickets, surcharges on filing fees, fees to be paid by each
party in civil cases at the filing of the initial pleading, special assessments on
criminal convictions, and combinations of these fees.”
As previously mentioned, while other states assess a technology fee on a wider
group of cases and some post judgment activities, Michigan currently only
collects 11% of circuit and district court civil filing fees for the JTIF. Thus far,
JTIF funds have been used for global integrated trial court projects, including a
statewide communications network and infrastructure, the Judicial Data
Warehouse, E-Filing, E-Pay, E-conferencing projects and a portion of the JIS
Next Generation Project.
Grant Funding – Grant funding has been used successfully in some areas and is an
option for specific areas of new development, but it would not provide the long
term sustainability needed to support integrated statewide technology.

The identification of a statewide funding strategy as well as new, sustainable, and dedicated
funding sources is critical to the success of the Judicial Crossroads Project. The Technology
Committee has outlined below a number of recommendations for how to fund the establishment
of a single statewide system, and other technology initiatives.
Development of a strategic long-term plan for sustainable centralized funding of
statewide integrated court technology initiatives.
Creation of multiple new sources of sustainable, dedicated state funding that will be
used to (1) promote integration of court information and services through a single
case management system and (2) develop new statewide technology solutions to
support and maintain the technology vision and plan going forward.
Priority should be given to the creation of new funding sources for statewide court
technology projects before existing fees assessed and collected by courts for outside
agencies are increased.
There is no one miracle funding cure. The solution should be a combination of
approaches and funding sources, especially as political realities will make some
avenues more difficult.
Some specific new funding strategies for consideration include the following:

Augment JTIF by increasing civil filing fees $5 across the board for district, circuit
and probate courts. Civil filing fees have not been increased since 2003. The entire
increase would be deposited in JTIF. Estimated new revenue is $3,250,000 to
$3,500,000 based on the following estimated projections:
District Court $2,750,000 - $3,000,000 (550,000 – 600,000 cases per year)
Circuit/Probate $500,000 (100,000 cases per year)
Expand the JTIF fee to cover criminal, traffic and parking dispositions by creating a
new JTIF fee to be collected as part of state minimum costs on all misdemeanors, a
new JTIF fee to be collected as part of JSA fees on all civil infractions and a new
JTIF fee on all parking dispositions. Based on approximately 2.4 million district
court dispositions and a 75% collections rate, the following chart summarizes
potential new revenues based on different fee levels.
Proposed New JTIF Fee
$2
$3
$4
$5

Projected New Revenues
$3.6 million
$5.4 million
$7.2 million
$9 million

Assess specific enhanced access fees, as have the SOS and other states, to E-filing, Etickets, searchable E-records, and the Judicial Data Warehouse. Revenue projections
would be based on the nature and scope of the surcharge. The Michigan Supreme
Court would approve the parameters for these fees and collect the revenue stream into
the JTIF. In the Oakland County Pilot E-filing Project, charging a $5.00 E-filing
alone or with a $3.00 E-service fee in 2008 collected over $205,000 for 27,000
filings. In 2009, Oakland County collected close to $350,000 with over 44,000
filings. The Oakland Project noted approximately $66,000 in reduced employee costs
that resulted directly from less staff time spent handling paper. When the processing
minutes per file are reduced to seconds per file the savings add up quickly. One Eticket vendor charges about $5.00 for paying e-tickets online. Some courts currently
use other systems and charge no fee. This type of fee could be added to the judicial
branch revenue stream along with other specific fees that help courts maintain,
upgrade, and develop technology.
Phase out or reduce user fees for all courts on single mandated systems as
implementation progresses because higher levels of implementation staff will no
longer be necessary. For example, reduce all fees by 50% when implementation is
50% complete etc. This will move funding out from local court budgets.

Bond Proposal – A bond proposal could be packaged as a method for expediting the
integration process across the state. 100% participation by all courts in the statewide
system is critical. A significant amount of revenue, generated quickly, could be used
to initiate that process and create sufficient momentum to ensure maximum
compliance. The concern here is that the lifespan of the bond would be shorter,
requiring multiple revenue streams to ensure sufficient funds. Moreover, the revenue
streams must be sufficient to convert courts to the new case management system, add
courtroom presentation systems and video conferencing, and also cob.
All these options can be tied together into a single strategy targeted to different goals – for
example:
In order to provide local courts with technical assistance to address their most pressing
technology needs and assist them financially with interim technology purchases so as to ensure
they are positioned to quickly take advantage of the statewide infrastructure as it becomes
available, a large infusion of funding in the short term is desirable . Assistance (both technical
and financial) on the front end, in addition to participation with the Michigan Supreme Court
Technology Advisory Group and/or other oversight committees, would go a long way to
engendering support and a sense of project ownership at the local level.
However, a large lump sum does not provide for long term sustainability – a different kind of
funding strategy is needed to ensure the continued viability of the statewide infrastructure.
Multiple funding plans can be used to ensure that both of these objectives are met. A bond
proposal could be put forth to obtain a large source of funding upfront, and new fees or fee
increases could be instituted parallel to the bond proposal in order to provide revenue to pay back
the bond over a period of years. While a portion of the fee revenue pays off the debt, remaining
funds support the ongoing expansion of the statewide infrastructure. Several fees/fee increases
are proposed to provide some much needed flexibility that would allow for nominal increases to
be spread across several or all courts so the obligation is not burdensome.
Additionally, once the short term debt has been eliminated the continued revenue generated by
fees/fee increases could be used to reduce the cost of participation in JIS/Next Gen, making
participation in the statewide infrastructure even more attractive.
The funding opportunities presented here should not be viewed from an either/or perspective but
as a range of tactics that can be combined in a number of ways, thereby maximizing their impact.

A single encompassing system promotes justice, speed and cost savings better than
the incompatible systems we have today.

